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Editor's Note
Three objections are usually raised against HIKA:
One\ It is too obscure;
Two: It too exclusively represents only its own editors;
Three: The subject-matter of the poems and articles is too sombre.
Taking these objections in order:
One: We are too much in the habit of looking for the prose, or paraphrasable
content, in a poem, which we identify with its meaning; and when wc fail to find
such a paraphrasable meaning' in the poem, we are shocked or hurt, and con
demn the poem as "obscure." In short, we look too much for what the poem says,
and not nearly enough for what it is, (metre, diction, rhyme, symbol, etc.), which
latter is a discipline which (alas) all too few of us are open-minded enough to pos
sess. But I wish that someone, just for once, would have the humility to admit that it
might be he, and not the poem, that is lacking!
Two: We have gone out of our way to solicit material from non-editors. We
dare not print stuff of inferior quality, and we can not print manuscripts that are
not being written. In other words, to complain that Hika is non-representational is
to be like the crippled man who wishes that more people were athletes.
Three: True, our last issue was too death-centered. But first, I for myself cannot
understand our almost hysteric need (here in America) always to be cheered up,
always to "powder our faces with sunshine," etc. "There is no civilization without
death," as Allen Tate remarked, and it seems a good enough standard to go by.
Secondly, if young writers are writing a lot about death nowadays, it is merely so
that they (and you, the reader) can be fortified, somehow, to continue the process
of living. Thus it is because we set so damn high a value upon life, and not that
we have any wish to die, that we should talk about death (a word soon to become
about as unmentionable as the word legs was to Victorian polite society).
As it is, reviewing the contents of the present issue, I think that it might be
fairly called our "life" number. If the aspirations of a young lover, or human
concern over the Peekskill riots, cannot be considered as evincing concern over
human life, then I am afraid that the problem of such concern must be thought of
as insoluble. Literature is seldom sombre; most often, it is merely serious; and
what we must think of the person who, time after time, refuses to be serious about
life, I shall leave to the reader's own moral sensibility.
Hika is, has been, and I hope shall be, one of the better facets of the Kenyon
tradition.

Editor.

Editor: Albert Herzing
Associate Editor-. George W. Geasey
Editorial Board: Edgar Doctorow, James A. Wright
Business Manager: Edwin B. Spievack
Assistants: Gilbert Bryan, Milton Levy
Advisors; Charles M. Coffin, John Crowe Ransom
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ANSELM
By Albert Herzing
He'd not always been at Cooper's Drugstore.
Previously he'd been employed at the canning
factory, labelling. He'd hoisted cans from out
of a box and flipped them up on a metal track,
where they'd clicked and gone spinning, down
wards through the machine, emerging with
white-and-blue jackets: "Victory Puree.'
That had been autumntime, during the war.
And every morning his mother arose at seven
to waken him for work, walking softly across
the room to his bedside and rousing him by his
warm shoulders. She would await him patiently
as he awoke to himself among white sheets,
blinking up at the new morning world and the
white walls of the room and the bright white
ceiling. He stirred sleepily, aware of the
warmth of being loved, as the lion cub or tiny
weasel is aware, surrounded by great love in all
totality, as the soft light filtered through the
windows of the room.
Good morning, mother," he'd mumble slowiyHe lingered several minutes longer abed after
his mother had gone out of sight again, look
ing about and, without seeing things, look over
the resurrected light of morning that was filling
his room, so hushed, translucent it was. His
mother maintained the household in unflinch
ing order, and the furniture, always neatly dust
ed, always in place, formed strict, geometrical
figures with the lines of the floor and ceiling.
He lay, the sheet pulled up to his still chin, a
quiet and unkempt animal. Then softly, with
fuller awareness and remembrance of the day's
duties, he slipped from under the sheet, sat on
the edge of the bed a few moments, shaking the
last sleep from his eyes, and then stood to his
feet and began pulling his clothes on.
And when he'd washed his face and arms in
the cool water, he'd go to the kitchen, wearing
his trousers and T-shirt, and smelling the ba
con and the eggs and coffee. He would sit on
the chair and tighten his shoelaces.
There, stretching himself, mother d tell him
a dream or an anecdote, or of his father who
had fallen in the machine. Her words droned
Warmly as he sat and listened, though often he
missed the sense of them, his attention being dis
tracted by the gleam of the sun on the immacu-

late crockery, set on the shelves over her head,
and the lilies bunched in a glass of water on the
window sill, framed with white curtains, around
which hovered languid layers of light; or he
would watch her preparing his lunchpail with
sandwiches and hardboiled eggs and a candy
bar. Her white hands moved deftly, almost mag
ically, as though moving in ritual, as she stood
by the table and spoke, looking down at him or
at her work. Her words fell through his head as
pebbles down a deep well, each word leaving
its sound and a slowly widening circle behind it
until, lifting his fork in the air, he would be
come curiously abstracted, looking neither at
the food nor at his mother but, presumably, at
an indefinable white point on an imaginary hori
zon.
And when she had finished, he'd slip into
his shirt and take the pail in hand, she brushing
the hair from his eyes and saying Come back
safely. Come back safely.
"I will, mother," he said.
"You're my man of the house now," she'd
often said.
"I will, mother," he said, going out the door.
"Come back safely, come back safely"—and
he knew she was wondering what a labeller was
and whether there were danger in it. When he
looked back, he could see her form in the doorwa y, watching him retreating into the morning
sun.' She stood there until he had passed out of
sight, when he couldn't see her any longer.
"I will, mother," he said over his shoulder.
He would be gone eight hours, alone in the
factory. She couldn't protect him there, as weak
as he was—for he'd never been strong, having
been born imperfect. But his shoulders were
square, she thought, and his head was formed
firm, as his father s had been.
But his arms swung straightly, and his legs
were straight. Her husband had been a righteous man, they'd say it differently if he were
alive. His face was as smooth as ivory, his smile
was as clear as a saint's along the soft ridges of
his mouth. And once he had said, one day before
leaving, "You're the loveliest mother anyone
ever had," holding back the strings of her apron
3

so she couldn't tie them. She'd turned around,
feeling the pain fold wrinkles on her face.
"That's not so," she'd said, watching his smile
now change to bewilderment.
"Well, if you say," she smiled.
"I do say," he affirmed. "You're the loveliest
mother anyone ever had."
All of which had been true—once. When her
husband, his father, was alive, she had had the
devotion of everyone, though she now lived
alone (save for her son) in a tiny cottage at the
edge of town, who had once lived at the centre,
in a large white house. . . . But that had been
before the big crash came, when they'd removed
all the furniture and all the money and the
house itself, and her husband had had to work
in the factory. At night he would come home
and pace the floor, with the baby crying in the
cradle, cursing, cursing, cursing, while she stood
beside the cradle and cried like any child. He
would come home with his noble hands sootsmeared and the fine aristocratic face greasecovered, and would hammer on the table and
bellow in the ultimate accents of tragedy.
And she?—had had to know the terror of
beauty fading, loveliness crumbling, so that she
was no longer worshipped save in the memories
of old men, while her hands became red with
the wash water, and her soft hair became coarse
and gray, and her smooth face filled out with a
thousand razor-like wrinkles.
But, inwardly, she had remained pure (and
now she left the doorway and went into the kit
chen to attack her morning dishes). Her hus
band had taught her they would meet again, in
the afterworld, and she was only waiting now,
as she had been waiting since, years ago, they
had carried him home to the doorstep, home
from the factory, and she had fallen to the
ground never wanting to rise again (and now
she turned the tap on over the dishes, showering
them with soapflakes) and her husband lying
there, who alone gave life true meaning.
(And now, steeling herself, she dropped her
hands into the scalding suds).
When he came to work in the early morn
ing, with the sky turning blue, he'd walk halfasleep through the somnolent landscape. The
tall green grass on either side of the brown path
way was white with frost, and the chilly, som
nolent air, smelling of hay, fell frosted from his
nostrils. The ascendent sun fell through to his
back, through the ancient green-leaved oaks, asI
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suaging, consoling, restoring. His flaxen hair
curled passively over his forehead, and his eyes,
as deep and blue as blue water, stared halfclosed at the ground at his feet. His mind
drifted with lazy thought, like smoke ascending
through the autumn air and hanging on the
edge of the hills. Where I am going there are
going to be nice people, springing sudden and
gentle into the view of my life. And he thought
of soft women like pears in an autumn ripeness.
. . . The factory was a long brick building at
the centre of town. Its walls were smeared with
soot and covered with rapacious bleary vines,
clinging to it with claw-like tendrils. As he ap
proached it through the somnolent streets, they
were red from the sunlight out of the east. Sun
reflected from the red windows and in its glare
he'd felt himself suddenly blinded.
Arriving, he'd punch in immediately and go
back to his labeller, scarcely looking at the girls
from the packing department in their sterile uni
forms. They sat like so many hens, myopically,
in the chill air. One morning he'd been walking
towards the doors when one of them called:
"Come here, Anselm," softly, teasingly. What
a crazy! He'd flushed, hearing them titter and
grow silent, and looking up he'd seen them
nodding at him. Blushing, and hiding his hands
in his pockets, he walked stiffly toward the timeclock.
Modern girls tried to resemble the girls in
the movie magazines, perpetually goo-goo eyed,
environed with straw. At eight o'clock they
sauntered gracefully towards the line as though
to receive Clark Gable, when actually they were
only to slap mildewed tomatoes into rusted cans.
They didn't know there was no one really like
mother and were trying to be something else. He
hated them for it. Bitterly.
And with his head down, cursing under his
breath, he'd put his time-card back in the rack
and, turning away, would walk down the dusty
concrete, between the machines lying dormant
like sleeping mastodons. Their huge bulks cast
gloomy shadows in the half-lightened room,
over the doors and along the dark walls, filling
it with the overmastering fact of their presence.
They towered high above him, lurking even
then, in the early morning, with a deep sense of
power and danger, as though they were to reach
out an arm and crush him through the floor.
Eyes wide, he walked through the large door at
the end of the room into a room with three large
vats. The floor was covered with greasy rags and
puddles of grease. His footsteps echoed upward

to the ceiling.
Then he came to the labelling department,
where they labelled all the cans for civilian con
sumption, and sat on the unfolded cardboard
cartons, waiting for old Mr. Carter and Bill.
The doors had been pushed open and he could
see out over a field where there was a house and
the sparrows above it. The grass was white and
wet with the frost, like a newly-washed white
kitten, and the benevolent trees were humble
toward the wrens. With his hands on his knees
and his head erect, he observed the skies, layer
within layer, infinitely blue, behind which, sure
ly, some Presence was immanent. Resting his
back on the wooden pillar, he waited patiently
for whatever might come.
Bill and old Mr. Carter always waited until
they couldn't wait any longer before going back
to the labelling department. Either they d talk
to the girls from the packing department, old
Mr. Carter kidding them about their boyfriends,
or they'd hang out with the men from the maintainence crew, talking technology and sex with
their knowing masculine voices. When they
couldn't wait any longer they'd amble back and
after a while be ready to start the machine.
Here's our friend from the swamp, Bill
always said when he came, whatever it meant.
Old Mr. Carter would nod, taking off his sweat
er and spewing tobacco, rolling up his sleeves.
Well there, young feller," he'd say, as though
he meant to speak further.
Bill would lazily strip off his rough woolen
shirt and, bunching it up, would heave it in a
corner on the floor. His tawny arms were lined
with tattoos, dancing girls and battleships, and
already the sweat was running down the brown
flesh of his belly. He looked at Anselm.
"Well, what are you loafing for?' he said.
Let's get started."
Then Mr. Carter would throw the switch and
he and Bill would walk down to the end of the
machine, leaving Anselm to throw the cans on
the belt. It was their duty to catch them as they
emerged and throw them into boxes, lifting
them onto another belt which carried them down
to the boys in the storage room.
Often (and these were moments of wonder)
He'd known himself exalted in that process, the
great rhythms like clockwork keeping time and
tune with his heart. The machine was a uni
verse into which he could plunge, and slowly
watch himself ebb away from his body. Turn-

ing and wheeling like a well-drilled soldiery,
the cans would go skidding and clicking down
the metal concourse like stars across the face of
heaven, the belts revolving in a world of wheels.
It was then that all volition would leave him
and a strange new power would overcome him.
His hands would close over the tops of the cans
and they would seemingly float to the track,
flashing under the light, faster than a running
stream of silver fish in a sunlit pool.
Then his arms would whirl and bulge like
oblivious pistons, and the sweat would trickle
from his scalp, matting his hair to his forehead
and blinding him. But still he would work on,
his white back straining like a charger's and
his thin lips pursed in ecstasy while the grit
rubbed into his white skin and grease marks
showed on his face. As in heaven, where you
must dance without knowing, so he was una
ware of himself, having transcended into a
world where imperfection vanished and hatefulness ceased. The cans flew like silver humming
birds, and as they clattered down the track their
music would rise up in him like a huge dynamic
psalm and would pulse in his ears, singing, ring
ing, singing, until his entire body was blind to
everything but magnificent motion and the bril
liance of love.
"What the hell's he doing?" Bill'd curse furiously, standing beside old Mr. Carter, while the
cans piled up against the wedge. I'm going to
go up there and clean his clock in a minute,"
Bill said. Old Mr. Carter stood bewildered,
scratching his head, and then scrambled to take
the cans off the track, without speaking.
"Dammit, slow up!" Bill shouted angrily at
Anselm, and when Anselm didn't hear he'd
walk over and switch off the machine, and then
walk over to Anselm and sling his hands on his
hips.
"What the hell are you trying to do?" he
would snarl. Anselm, who was blinking as
though he had just awakened from sleep, would
stammer and not be able to speak, his hands
hanging awkwardly now at his sides.
"If it wasn't for that foot of yours— Bill
threatened, glaring at him hatefully and breath
ing hard. Sweat was gleaming down his cheap
brown tawny shoulders, and the dark gritty hair
of his chest shone with it as with dew.
Old Mr. Carter, after clearing away the cans
from the belt, would come back, breathing un
certainties.
"Ought to go slower, young feller," he'd say.
"Pays the same anyway, fast or slow."
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"I'll beat him through the floor, if he does it
again," Bill said.
"He'll go slower after this," old Mr. Carter
said solicitously. "Forget about it and it'll be
all right."
"Tell him not to do it then," Bill said. "Why
doesn't he say something? Cat got his tongue?"
Anselm stood stammering as though in a
dream or nightmare, surrounded by the black
hulks of his broken love and, now, these sense
less, threatening voices.
"Come on now, Bill, let's go back," Mr. Car
ter said.
"Well, tell him not to do it then," Bill said
angrily, and Anselm, awakening, watched him
walking back into position while Mr. Carter
again switched on the machine.
But there were other times (and these were
moments of terror) when it seemed to him that
the voice of his dead father spoke to him from
the machine, raging at him as the cans raged
down the belt, cursing him in the deep rich
tones of authority. At such times he would slam
the cans on the belt, jerking them furiously out
of the box and throwing them madly, as though
to repulse the violent, maddening voice that ac
cused him. And then (but this was no better)
the voice would go away and the wheels would
echo
"Father! Father!"
and the clicking cans would cry
"Father!"
and the sliding belt would sigh
"Dead! Dead! Dead!"
He saw everything redly then, and the cans
seemed folded in blood as he threw them, sur
rounded by red walls and the red light beating
down mercilessly from the ceiling. His mind at
such moments, erupting with redness, raced con
tinuously with the thought Death to the death
to the machine Death to it Death as he heaved
the cans with such force and fury as to seem to
be attempting to destroy it and the deep injus
tice it stood for.
"Now ain't this just too sweet altogether,"
Bill'd say bitterly through his clenched teeth, as
again the cans piled up, faster than they could
be removed, while he and old Mr. Carter be
came red-faced with work in the stifling heat.
"What the hell's he doing now?" Bill'd askin exasperation.
"Must be a devil in that boy," old Mr. Car6

ter'd say, shaking his head and looking down
along the length of the machine to where Anselm was heaving cans in a rage, as one who
writhes in the possession of an alien devil.
"I'll fix the son of a bitch," Bill snarled, run
ning up and stopping the machine, then run
ning to Anselm.
"Come back here, Bill," old Mr. Carter
shouted authoritatively, following after. "It'll
be all right."
"I'll murder the bastard," Bill shouted furi
ously, running up and raising his fist.
"Come on back, Bill," old Mr. Carter
shouted, running to the spot at the very moment
that Anselm fell to the corner, striking his head
against the wall and sliding down to the floor.
"You bastard," Bill was saying. "You bas
tard."
Old Mr. Carter ran out the door.
. . . Anselm lay loosely, very still, unaware
of his head propped at a sharp angle from his
shoulders and his left leg twisted under him.
His right leg was extended along the floor.
Blood streamed from his shoulders where they
had grated against the wall, and blood was
mixed with the grit on his face. His thin body
shivered several times, heaving with breath, and
his white ribs were striped with fingers of
grease. His arms lay sprawled akimbo uselessly
at his sides, with the clammy fingers clenched
tightly.He was also unaware that, led by Mr. Carter,
the laborers had begun to collect from the other
departments,—the boys from the maintainence
crew, the boys from the storage room, and the
girls from the line.
"He's breathing, what the hell," one of them
said. "Thought you said he was dead?"
"FU kill him yet," Bill said.
"Looks just like he was sleepin', don't he?'
another man said.
"He'll wish he'd never got up, pretty soon,'
Bill said.
Emerging from redness, his eyelids fluttered
and opened, to find himself surrounded by peo
ple in the asphyxiating corner, pointing at him
curiously and nodding their heads.
He's opening his eyes," a girl observed.
"He'll have to wash that blood off now," an
other observed hygienically.
Guys like that had better stay home with
mamma," one of the men remarked, and sev
eral others nodded in agreement.
Bill, looking down in disgust, shrugged his
shoulders and stepped away. One of the modern
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girls followed. As she walked by, he put an arm
around her waist and held her.
"How we doing?' he breathed.
"Let go, Bill. You're hurting me."
"Not till you show me a good time."
"Not here, silly," she giggled, and her
breath ran hot along his neck.
He'd not always been at Cooper's Drugstore,
where he always said "Sir" and "Madam and
if you please." He stood in his little corner
now, surrounded by mouthwash and medicines,
but he'd not always been there, and could re
member other times when he had not peddled
pills nor diddled with syrups. At meal times es
pecially the people would rush in (when the
girls at the soda fountain were ready to scream)
and the manager stood behind him with a scowl
on his face and breathed down his neck. Then
it was that the people would rush into Cooper s
Drugstore (he'd not always been there!)
through the nickel-plate plunging doors with
their diseases and hungers, dragging them
down to his counter and putting their clawing
fingers on the glass. Trolleys would clang on

the outside street, autos hoot fiercely and the
tires of taxis screech on the corners. As the peo
ple rushed past the windows, each face seemed
curiously abstracted, as though dreaming of
chaos and blood, and with their heads down,
plunging, pushing and scrambling competitive
ly, each body looked like a part of the body of a
great demented monster, twisting and turning
crazily down the demented streets. The brassy
clock on the wall ticked out the minutes while
the manager, after glaring at him, would shrug
and walk down the aisleway to his office, prob
ably making evil notations in his black little
books. Well then, let him, because Anselm
could remember trees and fields and a white
room where he awoke every morning to the sun,
and as he looked into their chattering faces he
could remember how the skies were blue, and
how you could walk for miles without hearing
a sound. No sir, by God, he'd not always been
there, and could remember the innocent morn
ings when his mother would come into the room
(God!) and, gliding over the floor (God!)
would awaken him to the whiteness and the sun
on white walls (God! God! God! God!)

The Summer Flutter
In this thrilled, fervent room where afternoons,
Like tears, come not to warn our wishes night
Brings sorrow no Lethean shot to light
Its sack of prayers, we shall rejoice new moons.
Two years whose tears my eyes have just forgot,
Suspended wonder waited for your flesh;
Two years of nears but never here, a mesh
Of days could stagger and not hail, the hot
Devotion of your laugh, the solemn, white
Religion of your thighs. The endless wakes,
The nightless, two-year day, chant vespers. For,
while
The rich and finite wisdom of delight
Unties my heart, the summer flutter shakes
Behind your eyes. We have such grace, such
style.
—J. H. Gellens
7

Villanelle for New Soldiers
Lovers are not so far from being dead;
The dead are not so far away from love;
And twilight shadows Venus' curly head.
Young men sob out the dark uncomforted,
The pillow underneath the face is rough —
Lovers are not so far from being dead.
And the girls gazing toward the train that fled
Cannot but see that like a lifted glove
The twilight shadows Venus' curly head.
Knowledge of love is vain. Behind a shed
In summer somewhere near a willow grove,
Lovers are not so far from being dead.
The face is pale because the heart has bled;
Lovers seem herds the sea-slung goddess drove
To twilight shadows. Venus' curly head
Is spun to whips that sting with cruel thread,
The dead are not so far away from love,
Lovers are not so far from being dead,
And twilight shadows Venus' curly head.
— James Wright

On a Young Man Ending
Where He Began
The tender years of discourse
Twined around with subterfuge
Of growth and consequent remorse
Unmanned him for the opposites
He marked; dismay with refuge
Countered more the gentle bond
A mellow parentage had sewn
Than willed to scrape beyond
Old Huxley's surface chill
And master Arnold's velvet stone.
He rests a shattered spell
Despoiled among the threads;
The opposites unbalanced fell
Such reveries as fever-bright
Reduce too young men to their beds.
— George Geasey
8

The Lover to His Academic
Lady
These instrumental kisses
To a fundamental love —
This weird, this bookly thesis
Girl, we can never prove.
For our loves apart from loving
Are parts without their whole —
Disunited, are nothing
One or real. Recall
The tale of Psyche's sisters
Who from flesh husbands fled,
To seek sweet Cupid's pastures.
They found a rocky bed.
Come girl, remove your glasses
And value values of
These fundamental kisses
This instrumental love.
— E. Doctorow

The Lover to His Mistress
My girl, we fooled us when
We sported in our living-pen
Thinking it transient good — you cried
Widowful tears to Heaven
The day I died.
Yet love, your love's death dies
With time now gone from both our lives,
And I shall court you once again
Here where our souls are skies
And Gods are men.
And we shall love it here,
And glory in this private air
Where nothing ends and nothing starts
And suns and comets are
Our secret parts.
— E. Doctorow
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Elegiac Verses
For Theodor Storm
0 St'tmme des Tages, mein Herz is Bang.
The day is gone already, and the night
Is on the Warnock forest dark and bare,
As on the Frisian dunes, whereover flight
Of mews moils up the air,

Now night is native to my trees: beyond
The track of rabbits and the possum's lair,
Narcissus muses by a mossy pond
Upon the ugly fellow there.

Where down again into the waters go
The gulls; and upward from the waves again
Their voices and their wings in evening grow
Inevitably as human pain.

The waters are an agony of ice
Withered and twisted for the stars to shear;
And underneath an agony of skies
He ponders on the erratic mirror.

Here in my forest all the swallows arc
Away from barns and drift like witches blind,
Cursing their breath, headlong into the dark,
And find the current of the wind.

The yellow blooms are rotted on his head,
And yet he does not wipe their stain away:
He does not realize that he is dead
And that his curly hair is gray,

Dear singer, any fellow apprehends
The calm direction of the wind tonight;
It is no secret wind to shadow bends,
And guides my swallows out of sight.

Or that his spirit merely now beholds
A shadow of his beauty that is not,
Or that it is his skeleton enfolds
A rosy flesh that soon will rot.

Music is far away, but it is sound,
And down in my deep garden ghost perfumes
Of lily-of-the-valley in the ground
Arise and ride into my room.

His flawless milky skull will soon emerge,
His cibs arise and roil with the air;
And yet, be garlanded upon a barge
He will not: naiads — who can bear

It is not flowers, merely, that have passed,
Nor dikes have crumbled, green retreats have
browned,
Nor luminous floating lilies in lakes been lost
Merely, nor merely children drowned.

His fallen body to the Elysian shore
And bathe him in the oils of the blest
Till he arise awake to sleep no more
Unless he with a goddess rest —

It is the face of the beloved fades
Into the clean austerity of air;
It is the dawn's own nakedness upbraids
Tithonus for his graying hair;
It is roses that are wounds upon the mouth
Of the beloved; while the white rose seems
A relic of her antiquated youth,
Her being dependent on our dreams.
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Are drowned: they all are gone the final way
Of Warnock swallows and of Frisian mews,
Of dikes men build, and of the very day
Itself, the golden daylight whose
Auroral girl is buried with the stars.
Now it is night, dear singer. Wind is gone,
The twilight lamps are sunk to midnight flares,
By one of which I sit, alone.
— James Wright

THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE
PEEKSKILL RIOTS
By Charles Docter
Three summers ago two riots within one week
occurred in New York's Weschester County
the towns of Cortlandt and Peekskill. On
the surface the riots were between followers
(most of the followers' were probably com
munists or communist-sympathizers) of the
communist Negro singer, Paul Robeson, and
anti-communist veterans of the Peekskill area.
As the riots progressed it became evident that
their cause did not just lay in the communist
issue." The cause of the riots also lay in racial
and religious differences among the participants.
Although riots like the Peekskill riots can easily
be labeled as "undemocratic methods for set
tling differences, their occurrence in the future
can not be prevented by calling them undemo
cratic." The whole question of rioting is very
complex. Let us try to attain a better understand
ing of this question by examining what hap
pened before, during and after the Peekskill
Riots.
I. Before:
If there is one thing definite about riots it is
that they "indicate something is wrong! 1 The
Peekskill Riots are no exception. The wrong
things" that caused the Peekskill Riots are
JLy. Some of the causes are deepseated, others
man
immediate. Some of the causes are external to
the community, others internal. All the causes
are related to each other in that they bring
about the same result, the Peekskill Riots. There
was no one cause for the riot.
First we shall examine the deep seated in
ternal causes. Although the 18,000 inhabitants
of Peekskill make 24% more than the national
per capita income, they have been suffering from
economic worries. Only one-quarter of the peo
ple are relatively secure in economic matters.
This segment works in either the communities
one big factory or in one of the 45 little plants.
The remaining Peekskillers depend upon farm
ing, real estate or retail trading for their live Ihood. "Farming in the area is no longer profit1 K. Smellie, Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 13 p. 390

able under normal conditions."" Realty prices
have been steadily declining since the communi
ties' summer residents (who when they first
moved to the region boosted the then falling
realty prices) have found more suitable sum
mer homes in other areas. As the summer resi
dents leave Peekskill local merchants find their
prosperous summer trade falling off. Business
for local merchants is also decreasing because
the population increase is below the rate of
generation. Thus we can see that a common
cause, economic insecurity, for riots and preju
dice was present in Peekskill.
When it comes to the political make-up and
history of the community, we can readily see
why the riots occurred last summer. The Re
publican machine has controlled the area for so
long that one must conform to its beliefs 'or
else." In other words Peekskill is no longer
used to having political debates over controver
sial issues. The last political controversy the
community had before the riots, occurred in the
1930's. The controversy concerned the activi
ties of the Ku Klux Klan in the neighborhood.
Then some of the "patriotic" community mem
bers thought the Klan was causing too much
trouble in the neighborhood and they just
"threw 'em out" by force. That this pattern of
"settling" questions by forceful means has been
firmly established in the community was quite
evident when one of the signs in the first Peekskill riot demonstration read, "20 Years Ago We
Cleaned Out the Klan, Now We'll Clean Out
the Commies."
In addition to the economic and political
for the riots were Peekskill's social tensions. The summer residents are predominantly
Jewish. Peekskill commuters have found that
every summer they must scramble with Jewish
residents for a place in the overcrowded trains
on the 40 mile stretch from New York City to
Peekskill. Peekskillers are not only inconven
ienced by the Jewish summer residents on the
communting trains but also in their overcrowded
stores and in the search for a parking space near
2 Violence in Peekskill, p. 5-6
3 Ibid, pp. 6-7
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the business district. These few insurmount
able difficulties are further aggravated by the
different interests which each group has. These
different interests cause both of them to keep
within their own group. When two groups
isolate themselves prejudice is bound to exist —
since understanding cannot. The prejudice
which thus arose naturally included the notion
of all Jews being communists and/or "Nigger
Lovers." These anti-Semitic notions showed
themselves during the riots.
The Peekskill Council of Christian Clergy
attributed the riots to the lack of religious senti
ment in the community. There is undoubtedly
some truth to this charge. Like many other
people, Peekskillers no longer have that sense of
security which a firm belief in God had offered
them for so many decades. Nothing has yet
been found to replace the security offered by re
ligion. Thus modern man is confused and per
haps more prone to rash and immoral acts.
The Protestant journal, The Christian Cen
tury of September 21, 1949, was properly con
cerned over the participation of teenagers in the
"shameful rioting." Many of the teenagers prob
ably were active in the rioting because of their
natural love for "anything exciting." This nat
ural love would be accentuated by their summer
vacation which hindered the schools from "keepin* the kids out o' trouble." In addition to this,
the Christian Century believed that the Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Sunday Schools, and high
schools of this middle class community have
failed to fully educate the teenagers in demo
cratic behaviour because of the common accept
ance of corruption by the elders of Peekskill and
many other communities. When a youth sees
the "discrepancies" of adult life he often does
not know what to do and finds recourse in the
vandalism of a riot. I believe the Christian Cen
tury properly points out that an innocent youth
often has trouble understanding such harmless
adult phrases as, "He ought to be shot." (It
might also be right to mention here that some
of the youths may have been trying to compen
sate for the insecurity which they were experi
encing in the polio epidemic of the time.)
The National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People is certainly right in
charging that Peekskill's race prejudice was
"clearly discernible"4 in the anti-negro remarks
made at the riots. The Negro has only been
"appreciated" as a servant in Peekskill. Al
though no one can deny that prejudice against
4 New York Times, 8 September 1949, p. 34.
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the negro existed in the community before the
riots it is only fair to mention the testimony ofered in the House by Congressman Ralph Gwinn
of the Peekskill district. Congressman Gwinn
claims the riots were not racial since Robeson
had sung in the area, without trouble, three
times before he declared his communist party
allegiance.
Now let us look at some of the deeprooted
external causes for the riot. For almost every
Peekskiller who now thinks the riots were a
disgrace Paul Robeson, the Negro communist
singer, has become the convenient scapegoat on
which to blame the riots. This blaming of
Robeson is simplifying the matter far too much.
However, it might be of benefit to inquire why
a man of such high intelligence supports Com
munism. Mr. Robeson has been the victim of
race prejudice. Although he eventually be
came an All American football star, Robeson
had to undergo a tremendous struggle for the
privilege to play even college football. When
Robeson finally received his law degree the
American Bar Association would not let him
practice and so he edited The Law Review.
When this venture failed Robeson finally had to
give up all hope of ever becoming the lawyer he
had trained himself to be. He soon found that
at least the singing profession appreciated
Negroes. Recently he went to Russia where he
made many anti-American statements and de
cided to leave his son for a democratic educa
tion." When you consider all the frustrations
Paul Robeson had to experience merely because
of his color you can see why he has committed
these anti-social acts.
In considering the external causes for the
riots we cannot overlook the charges of Con
gressman Gwinn of Peekskill that the area was
"invaded" by communists from the Bronx,
Brooklyn, Newark and Manhattan/' Congressman Gwinn claims Peekskill was "invaded"
because there are plenty of friendly neighbor
hoods where Robeson could have gone to hold
his picnic-concert. However, one may doubt
whether the first concert was a predetermined
communist effort for martyrdom. The second
concert, with its Robeson "guard," undoubtedly
was such an effort. By the time of the second
concert the Reds realized the tremendous mar
tyr propaganda value of another riot. Com
munists have often unscrupulously used riots to
gain support for their ends.
5 Con. Ralph Gwinn, Congressional Record Vol. 95, No. 17 PA6127

Another deeprooted external cause for the
Peekskill Riots is the fear of communists which
has swept the nation. Many Peekskillers were
moved to action by the symptoms of that fear in
our national and state governments. That is,
"Peekskill felt the listing of the Communist
Party and its front organizations as sub
versive, the application of loyalty oaths
in federal and state employment, the
trial of the communist leaders accused of
conspiring to advocate over - throw of the
government by force or violence, and the
enactment of such laws as the Smith Act in Con
gress and the Feinberg Law in the New York
State Legislature, placed this particular political
minority outside the pale of the law.
Now that we have examined all these deeprooted internal and external causes, it is time for
us to examine the immediate causes of the Peekskill Riots. When Peekskillers heard that Com
munist Negro singer, Paul Robeson, was going
to sing at the Lakeland Areas picnic grounds
near Peekskill under the sponsorship of an or
ganization, the Civil Rights Congress, on the
Attorney General's un-American list, the fuels
(e.g. the deeprooted causes) for the fire were
lit. The "super - patriotic
Peekskill vet
erans organizations, struck most of the matches.
"Mindful of the fact that former Attorney Gen
eral Tom Clark had labeled the Civil Rights
Congress as a subversive organization the Joint
Veterans Council of Westchester County (com
posed of the American Legion, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, the Catholic War Veterans, etc.)
decided to put on a patriotic demonstration out
side the picnic grounds. " With their demon
stration the veterans hoped to awake the Ameri
can people from what the Peekskill Congress
man, Ralph Gwinn, later called their shilly shallying compromises in the name of tolerance." 9
On August 23, 1949, the local paper, The
Peekskill Evening Star ran an article, an editor
ial and a letter to the editor on the forthcoming
Robeson concert. The editorial said 1 he time
for tolerant silence that signifies approval is
running out." While the letter urged the people
of Peekskill to, "leave no doubt in their (Robe
son's supporters) minds that they are unwel
come around here either now or in the future.
The simultaneous appearance of these two items
in the paper caused many people to believe that
7 ASer ftteBdS &£ New York Time, September 2. 1949.
8 T/Te New York Times, August 28. 1849, p. '2
9 Congressional Record, Sept. 23, 1949, p. A 61-7

the Evening Star (although both the letter and
editorials in some way or other showed disap
proval of violent methods) was advocating vio
lence to prevent the Robeson concert. This be
lief was shared by so many that The Evening
Star had to come out with a front page editorial
three days later, denying that it advocated the
use of violence. Therefore, The Evening StaPs
August 23rd edition fed either consciously or
unconsciously the riot fever.
II. During:
Now that we understand the events preced
ing the Peekskill Riots we shall discuss the riots
proper.
First let me give you a brief factual sketch of
the first Peekskill riot, on Saturday evening,
August 27, 1949. There is lots of argument as
to when and who actually started the first riot.
Let us not concern ourselves with these two
aspects of the riots, since they are just too tied
up with the "feelings" of the rioters to ever
really be determined.
Early Sunday evening 300 people, chiefly
Negroes, had assembled in the Lakeland Areas
picnic grove to hear Paul Robeson sing. Five
hundred veterans were marching in a protest pa
rade with 3 bands (to drown out the concert) on
the road nearby. The phalanges of the veterans
finally became so close that the cars desiring
to go to the concert could not get through. For
this assembly of well over 800 people there were
only 4 deputy sheriffs and 2 policemen on hand.
V. L. Patterson, the executive secretary of the
Civil Rights Congress, which sponsored the
meeting, feared trouble so he left and warned
Paul Robeson not to attend the concert. Final
ly the six officers of the law also feared trouble
and sent one of their men for help. (News
paper reports have it that this help of about 60
deputies arrived anywhere from 2-21/2 hours
after the call). After the parade was over the
veteran demonstrators were told that their pur
pose had been accomplished and thus they were
asked to disperse. Since we are not going to
wor ry about who started the riot and when, let
us now just briefly describe what happened
during the riot proper. All the sudden the lights
went out on the picnic grounds. Soon a KKK
cross was burned on a neighboring hillside.
Peekskill teenagers, Robeson lovers, veterans
and others were displaying their pugilistic skills.
Camp chairs were burned. The concert stage
was wrecked. Throughout everything I have
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been describing of the first riot there were fre
quent anti-negro and anti-semitic, remarks. The
riot was finally broken up when the 6 policemen
were reinforced. No one was arrested. Eight
een were hospitalized. Great traffic jams had
also been caused by the rioting.
Now that we have an idea of what happened
during the first riot we shall discuss what hap
pened immediately following. Two days aft
er the riot, the State Chief Assistant District
Attorney said that an investigation of the riot
was impossible since no one had been arrested.
However, Governor Dewey reversed the New
York District Attorneys office and tried to please
non-communist liberals a little by ordering both
the Westchester County District Attorney,
George M. Fanelli and Sheriff F. W. Ruscoe to
make independent investigations of the August
27, Peekskill Riots. However, I believe that
Commander W. J. Aronson of the Jewish War
Veterans was right in saying that Dewey had
acted unfairly in charging Fanelli and Ruscoe
with the investigation of the first riot. Both
these men were to blame for the absence of the
police when the riot started. These men certain
ly could not plead ignorance of the possible
dangers during the first demonstration because
as we saw before The Peekskill Evening Star
had had to print a front-page editorial denying
that it advocated violence for the Robeson con
cert. Governor Dewey did not choose an in
dependent body to look into the first riot. Mr.
Dewey failed to appoint an independent body
since he is just too much of a politician. Mr.
Dewey rightly sensed that public opinion in the
Peekskill area was at the time behind the veter
ans. Thus the New York Governor's appoint
ment of prejudiced men to investigate the first
riot may have been politically sound. However,
the action was very un-statesmanlike. A gover
nor, like any other official, is held responsible by
his oath for the defense of our basic rights of
free speech and assembly, whether we be in the
majority or minority. Therefore, Dewey should
have stood up against the forces of public hys
teria and defended our basic rights. Moreover,
in the long run such actions would probably be
good politics, in a country which is used to
democratic procedures, as ours is. (But Dewey
is not concerned with the long run since "the
man on the street" can not seem to comprehend
the long run.)
Before we leave the first riot and move onto
the second it would be proper to comment on
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Robeson's remarks after the riot. Robeson said
that (1) if the police don't protect us "we'll fur
nish our own protection" 10 in the future and
(2) "the riot shows how local police and county
officials can be used against minorities. 1 When
Robeson begins to speak of furnishing his own
protection we cannot help but recall Justice
Jackson's warning about the battle of the
streets" in his dissent in Terminello vs Chicago
Case (1948.)* Robeson's second remark points
to the fact that Justice Jackson's words asking
that local officials be given a free hand in stop
ping "the battle of the streets' are meaningless
if local officials don't understand what democ
racy is.
Now let us discuss the second Peekskill riot.
First the events preceding this riot are very inter
esting. On September 2, Paul Robeson an
nounced that he would attempt to give another
concert in the Peekskill area. The concert was
to be held in the former Hollowbrook Golf
Course, Sunday afternoon, September 4. Robe
son claimed he would have 20,000 followers at
the concert who would serve as a counter-dem
onstration to the first Peekskill riot. When the
Peekskill veterans heard this they immediately
prepared for another anti-Robeson demonstra
tion. Their parade was again to take them onto
the same road that Robeson's supporters were
to use apd also near the concert grounds. How
ever, this time District Attorney Fanelli unsuc
cessfully tried to persuade (but he didn t order
them even though he had a legal right to) them
to hold their demonstration in some other part
of Peekskill. Also the Robeson supporters tried
to have the parade enjoined. Federal Judge J.
W. Clancy would not issue an injunction be
cause he claimed:
a. his court had no jurisdiction.
b. the court must work on the assumption that
everyone obeys the law not to do violence.
c. if the court grants an injunction then why
should it not grant it against the Robeson
supporters too."
I cannot help wondering why Judge Clancy did
n't do the latter since after all he could enjoin
the meetings of both groups on the ground that
the two meetings would have added too much
to the Labor Day Traffic.
The day before the second riot Governor
10 New York Times, August 30. p. 8
•The most recent case concerning freedom of speech. In this case
the court held the Clity of Chicago had no clear right to keep Father
Terminiello from uttering his anti-Negro and anti-semitic remarks.
In the court's opinion the serious outbreaks which Terminiello's re
marks caused were not a clear and present danger.

Dewey again entered the picture. The matter
was now too clear cut and well publicized to let
Governor Dewey get by with any of his fancy
political tight-rope walking. Dewey told the
Westchester law enforcement officials, Ianelli
and Ruscoe, that he would hold them strictly
accountable for the full performance of their
duty." On the day before the riot Dewey asked
for "all available" police. On Sunday morning,
September 4, 750 policemen and deputies from
the Peekskill neighborhood and 250 State
Troopers appeared. The police and Troopers
were well equipped with night sticks, walkytalkies, and a helicopter for their work. Even
though this is definitely "strong" action against
the use of violence I can not help thinking that
when at least 30,000 people hostile to each
other were expected for the demonstrations
whether the 1000 law enforcement officers
would not have been backed up more fully
if the Governor had at least alerted the
National Guard. With this alert the Na
tional Guard could have aided the police and
troopers within a half-hour after any trouble
started. Furthermore,one could expect that the
750 Peekskill area policemen and deputies
would be insincere in performing their duties,
while National Guardsmen, if used, would not
be insincere.
And now for a brief sketch of the second
riot. There were 15,000 Robeson supporters at
the Hollowbrook Golf course, 3,000 of these
were organized into a "plug-ugly guard for Ro
beson. The Robeson guard was "armed with
baseball bats, pop bottles, golf clubs, branches,
etc. The veterans only mustered about 1,000
marchers. The number of spectators was near
5,000. The police stopped the crowd from kill
ing each other by keeping them apart. As in the
first demonstration the veterans were told to
disperse by their leaders after the parade. I his
time Robeson was able to sing. Everything was
peaceful" until the Robeson supporters left the
concert. Then the crowd of teenagers, women,
veterans, etc. began to throw stones at the tars
leaving the concert — as directed by the polite
— along the narrow Red Mill and Locust Roads.
The police could not cover the roads completely
so the stoning went on pretty much unabated
for a ten-mile area. Many testimonies, inthid
ing that of a Kenyon student, Ed Ames, who was
a spectator at the second riot, conclude that the
Peekskill area police and deputies fraternized
with the crowd and only half-heartedly per
formed their duty, while on the other hand, the

State Troopers tried to do their best. (Antisemitism and race -hatred were again present at
this riot. As an illustration of the anti-negro
fever it might be proper to note that a busload
of innocent Negroes returning from a Hyde
Park visit to F.D.R.'s grave were also stoned by
the crowd, even though the bus was plainly
marked as a Hyde Park excursion bus.) Twelve
men were arrested by the police. One of these
men was the son of the Peekskill police chief.
148 people were injured. Eight cars were over
turned.
III. After:
The Peekskill Riots did not just stop on Sun
day evening, September 4. 1 here are many
things that have happened and are still happen
ing as a result of the riots.
First of all the riots had their effect on the
Peekskill community. The financial problems
of Peekskillers have not been lessened any by
the riots. Instead they have been worsened.
Insurance companies have raised the fire-vandal
insurance rates for the Peeskill area because of
the destruction caused at the riots. Further
more, immediately after the riots the community
had a "Reign of Terror" to persecute those
people who had opposed the riots. This "Reign
~
has left its mark in some of the
of' Terror
"hard feelings" which were caused by it. Lib
eral and free-thinking summer residents, who
were mistaken as communists during this Reign
of Terror," have decided to move out of a com
munity in which they are not appreciated. The
chances for Peekskill getting new summer resi
dents to replace the old ones, are slim since
people do not want to buy property where vandalism is tolerated — in certain situations.
Of course Peekskill prestige has been hurt
by the Riots. Many communities throughout
the country are "down on its neck." As witness
to this fact we need but examine comments
made in the press and magazines. The New
York Times of September 4, 1949, condemned
the riots because, "our civil rights are threaten
ed if we do not tolerate views hateful to the ma
jority." The Christian Science Monitor of
September 6, 1949 said, "This (the riots) is the
Fascist pattern of violent suppression, The Ku
Klux Klan pattern of lynch." The Nation maga
zine of September 10,1949 commented that
the anti-communist Peekskill rioters were
wroiigly trying to beat down ideas with a club.
The Commonweal magazine of September 9,
15

1949 said that what happened "added just so
much truth to what Mr. Robeson has said in the
past and will say in the future about the failure
of democracy." National leaders also joined in
the chorus of condemnation against the Peekskill Riots. On September 22, George N. Craig,
the American Legion Commander said, "The
Legion will not give its official sanction to
county demonstrations such as those at Peekskill.11 Congressman Javits of New York in his
condemnation of the riots concluded that they
proved the need for a federal lynch law or an
"overriding Federal power to see the Constitu
tion is honored by all." 12 Of course, some of
our bigoted Southern congressmen applauded
the events that occurred at Peekskill. A South
ern Congressman Cox charged the "black Stalin"
(Robeson) with cowardice for leaving the sec
ond riot untouched. This Southern representa
tive continues with "In hundreds of communities
throughout the land Negroes under the guid
ance of such leaders as this, now are engaged in
promoting strife and discord. He has changed
the badge of communism in America from red
to black." One would never think these igno
rant remarks would be translated into action.
However, some communities as a result of the
Peekskill riots have refused to let Paul Robeson
even sing in their halls and theaters.
The Peekskill Riots naturally have raised the
question of how such riots are to be prevented
in the future. I think the town council of Cortlandt (a village neighboring Peekskill) has not
acted wisely in the ordinance it passed to prevent
such disturbances in the future. This ordinance
outlawed meetings by groups "tending" to vio
late the public peace. This ordinance is anti
democratic and would keep unwanted minorities
(and what minorities aren't unwanted by the
majority) from assembling.
I think that former Secretary of War, Rob
ert Patterson's recommendations (made after
the Peekskill Riot) to prevent future riots are
valuable. Patterson suggested that:
1. no one be "provoked," e.s. allow his emo
tions to get the better of him on these issues.
2. no one try to prevent communists or other
minority groups from meeting.
3. there should always be adequate police pro
tection for minority meetings.
4. no one let his curiosity lead him to watch a
riot.
11 New York Times, September 23, 1949. p. 3
12 Congressional Record. September 22, 1949, p. 6112
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5. one try to keep children and teen-agers away
from riots.
6. newspapers avoid sensationalizing potential
or actual riot news.13
I also believe that the American Civil Liberties
Union recommendations are deserving of prac
tice. The A. C. L. U. uggests:
1. . . . where there is reasonable ground to an
ticipate (for a mass meeting) disturbances of
the peace, the opposing forces should be pre
vented from demonstrating at the same time
and place.
2. Adequate police protection should be given
any meeting threatened with disturbance,
and, if necessary, extended to those on the
way to or from such meetings.
3. Where acts of violence or disturbance take
place the offenders should be promptly ar
rested. Such incidents should not justify
closing the meeting or arresting speakers . . •
unless a speaker directly counsels someone
to commit an unlawful act. 14
After the Peekskill Riot ended it began its
long trek through our legal mill." Something
will undoubtedly be said by the courts about
the riots so let us speculate a little on what the
courts will have to consider.
Perhaps we can get a fairly decent idea of
what questions would have to be considered be
fore a verdict was reached in a "Peekskill case
by discussing various aspects of the Peekskill af
fair in relation to the Terminello case. Before
launching this discussion it might be proper for
me to say that I will deal with pure theory and
not consider the applications of what I say in
regard to the "parties" concerned in the Peekskill case since as yet there is no case or "parties."
I shall consider two fundamental questions —
raised by the Peekskill Riots and the Terminello
Case — about the right to freedom of speech
and assembly. One question concerns minority
rights, the other the meaning of Justice Holmes
doctrine of "clear and present danger." In
dealing with a Peekskill Case the court would
have to consider the fundamental question of
how far a minorities rights extend in our pres
ent society. Those who feel that minority rights
should be as unlimited as majority rights argue
that, "Nobody's liberties are safe if anybody's
are destroyed. 15 Although this argument may
be true it does not directly answer the question
whether liberty, for its own self-preservation,
should "destroy the rights of those who seek to
(Continued on page 25)
13 New York Times, October 8. 1949, p. 11
14 Violente in Peekskill, p. 23
•
15 ]X bat Do You Mean Frree Speech? p. 2
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A Circus In Late Summer
Before the jaded summer died,
A travelling circus came. A score
Or so of wagons brightly pied
With gilded wheels and gold-ribbed doors.
The bustle raked the blue-breathed air
And kept it warm a moment more.
On a dirt floor they set the fair,
And pinned their gay gowns to the skies,
And planned the promenades with care.
And then the noise began: the cries
Of barkers fully spilled about,
Filling dunning fields, and died.
As grinders wrung their music out
Crowds pressed their frenzied souls within
The day-denying tent. A shout!—
And on the ropes above the din
The giddy tricksters toed their dance —
A clown, with gray phantasmal grin,
With red-fixed eyes and painted trance,
Wildly reeled around the insane
Rings, wheeling in a drunken prance —
The clashed brass cymbals burst with pain;
The gape-mouthed children thronged around
As silently as puddled rain. . . .
Now, on the meadow close to town,
The Fall-hued leaves are deeper yet.
I sit and watch the browns spin down:
Light over air Spring did beget,
New dancing mourners pirouette.
— Evan Lottman

Poem
I dreamed you had breathed life into
For one dark night we mingled with
Rubbed shoulders, as it were, with
scores
Of gleaming galaxies, whose flashing

our lives,
the stars:
countless
knives

Plunged fire into our flesh. Far over years
Of furious meteors in a sightless day
My life lay naked, all else burned away
Except your shivering heart swaddled in tears.
Your tears were lies. They were a midnight
curse.
Your reasons scorned and mocked us as we lay
Among the vague and misty nebulae
Pulled taut across our island universe.
My dream-blurred logic made it seem to me,
This love could be fulfilled in quenchless space;
But here you shunned night's long but void
embrace,
And weeped clear cause for your infirmity.
And so I fled. My mind cried, Your being died
In me! Then thoughts went blind. It was, it
seems,
The splinter of an ugly brainless dream,
For I awoke and kissed you and had lied.
— Evan Lottman
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"Two Experimental Sonnets"
Rimbaud
The fall that cancelled fever courted fear:
Deeply in autumn s salt-red thirst for dust
All verses vanished. Godhead staggered clear.
No alchemist nor maid could alter lust
Into a pebble he might hold in hand.
At riverside he launched a paper boat
Fashioned to buoy old hopes, old dreams afloat.
Then plunged to Cyprus and Somaliland,
Made friends with undiscriminating pox,
Bartered the brutal gun, and never rose
Unless to raze, became a paradox
Like Janus' head. Thence home to decompose.
Only his boat found harbor; in my heart
Is a shipwrecked sodden thing, falling apart.
— Albert Herzing

County Fair
Might one inquire the why of great Jove yelling
Balloons for the kiddies to buy? Or Mercury,
Who's hawking at the tiger tent, and he
Unwinged? Or why intense Diana selling
Her fair immortal godhead for a fiver?
Shot down like topsy-turvy loop-the-loop,
Here moulters heaven's once most uppermost
troupe.
Apollo now, a shell and pea conniver,
Teams up with Janus, and who's to say the
why —
While rabbits smirk at empty Dodgem Cars
And Bubble Bounce, tended by feeble Mars,—
And rattlers ooze from cotton candy sky ?
Why the fairway is unpeopled, and the crowd
Won't deign to come see gods here cry aloud!
— Albert Herzing
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AN ANALYSIS OF FLAUBERT'S
MADAME BOVARY
She was not happy—she never had been.
Whence came this insufficiency in life—this
instantaneous turning to decay of everything on
which she leant? But if there were somewhere
a being strong and beautiful, a poet's heart in an
.in gel's form, a lyre with sounding chords ring
ing out elegiac epithalamia to heaven, why, per
chance, should she not find him?
I. Preliminary Analysis: The Psychology of
Madame Bovary
Primitive man found the world he lived in un
certain. The vicissitudes of nature made precari
ous the rounds of his daily gratifications. He
was beset by dangers. He imagined spirits to be
residing in objects of nature. They were the
cause of movements favorable and unfavorable.
Man allayed his fears, and made life more se
cure by placating the spirits through ritual and
supplication. This mechanism is the womb from
which religion sprang. Man hoped and feared,
danced and sacrificed, discovered the efficacy of
charms. What man did was to utilize his mind
to imagine and create fictions in order to miti
gate the disruptive forces in his environment.
If man were a brass door knob, he would not
have to do this. But since what he needs and
what gross nature purveys are often at odds, he
must use his mind, his imagination, in one of
several ways. And the first of these ways is the
creation of worlds through which he placates
irascible gods and casts spells on enemies, and
in which he finds a ready satisfaction for his eternal need: security.
There are two reasons why ancient man felt
that need more than we do today. One reason
he had in common with Madame Bovary, and
that is why I cite it. In the formative years of an
ancient man's life, he lived in insecurity. The
sense of residing in reed huts in quicksand was
instilled in him, and many of his actions were
manifestations of this inner, often tacit, dread.
The actions were attempts to throw himself
upon a rock, a god.
Unfortunately, Flaubert does no more than
sketch the early life of Madame Bovary. But
what he gives is significant. Bovary was taken
from her parents and a normal home life and

sent to a convent. Furthermore, her mother died
while she was still very young. When this event
occurred, Bovary became "suddenly" reflective.
She wished to be buried later on in her mother's
grave. Why? She wished to find again what she
had lost. And it was not her mother she had
lost, but all that "mother" is, warmth, tender
ness, understanding, security. These things she
was deprived of in the formative years of her
life. The sense of residing in a reed hut on the
quicksand was instilled in her.
This sense permeates the being who is af
flicted. Time does not extricate it from the fiber
of thought and desire. It is ever present, and
ever moulds and directs behavior. "Only the
neurotic mourns forever." Madame Bovary in
deed fulfilled at the end what she pledged in
her first vague expression of this inner, dread
ful sense of insufficiency. She joined her mother
in the same grave.
Does Bovary then act as we would expect
her to? Does she attempt to throw herself upon
a rock, a god? Indeed she does; that is the story
of Madame Bovary. From Charles, to Leon, to
Rodolphe, to Leon again—this sense of inse
curity leads her. She looked into every room
in the inn, and could not find a door with a
lock on it.
Yet this statement is not quite accurate.
"Why, perchance, should she not find him?" I
want to make this process of searching, and the
reason for its endlessness, more explicit.
Man has found various paths which lead from
the lower "world of objects," of unsatisfied de
sire, of contingencies, insecurities and dangers,
into the higher world where he is what he de
sires to be, where there are no reed huts to be
felled by the exigencies of time and space—
where in short, we find mother's security in
God's immutableness. I have already touched
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upon this: this intellectual method, this creat
ing of figments. The religious activity is driven
to its junctional conclusion in the insane, where
the world of objects and contingencies is left
forever, and the mind is in complete control of
objects. Less severe than permanent insanity is
our common-enough day dreaming. We could
expect Madame Bovary to be overimaginative,
to release herself often in the world of brave
knights and fair ladies—in the novels of Scott,
for example. This she does, with alarming, but
perfect consistency.
But this is not the characteristic mechanism of
Bovary's insane behavior. It allows her to forget
this ever immanent need. It does not satisfy it.
She must gratify her need for security by attach
ing herself to a man who is strong, domineering,
passionate, who will give his virginity to her,
who will never leave her. But even had she
stayed in the convent and taken vows of eternal
celibacy she could never have found her God,
for the ingrained sense of insecurity of the
neurotic, of him who at that time of most need
does not have a god, is never purged away. It is
omnipresent, vertically in actions and horizon
tally in time. This is the key to the understand
ing of Bovary's enraged flight from lover to
lover. The quality of rage (due to frustration)
is seen most clearly in the last section of the
book. The mother-desire can not be eradicated,
but it can be satisfied transiently, or submerged
in a delirium of imaginative activity or in a de
lirium of passion. This is another "key of un
derstanding"—it enables us to see normal ac
tivity in Bovary's insane demands for passion,
overwhelming, blinding, sustained, insane pas
sion. But the master-key in four words is this:
"the neurotic mourns forever." Nothing can
satisfy her for long; her living supports turn
quickly to decay.
The first manifestation of this omnipresent
and omniscient hunger occurs when Bovary is
still in the convent:
- She wearied of it. . . . The good nuns perceived
with great astonishment that Mademoiselle Rouault seemed to be slipping from them.
She is soon home. She feels
quite disillusioned, with nothing more to learn,
and nothing more to feel.
But feel she must, and her first object of passion
is that good man, Charles Bovary, who gives to
her his name.
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II. Secondary Analysis. The Treatment of
the Psychological Principles in the Novel.
A manifestation of insanity, of withdrawal
from the world of unstable objects, the world of
desire, is the depreciatory attitude of the seeker
toward the world he is leaving, the Bourgeois
world" of marital happiness, warmth, simple
faith—the world of unconscious satisfaction in
all things. This aspect is very skillfully brought
out by Flaubert in Bovary's attitude toward her
husband. Consider, for example, this paragraph:
When the cloth was removed, Bovary did not
rise, nor did Emma; and as she looked at him,
the monotony of the spectacle drove little by
little all the pity from her heart. HE seemed
to her paltry, weak, a cipher—in a word, a
poor thing in every way. How to get rid of
him? What an interminable evening! Some
thing stupefying like the fumes of opium seized
her.
Or even this earlier paragraph:
A man, on the contrary, should he not know
everything . . .? But this one (Charles) taught
nothing, knew nothing, wished nothing. He
thought her happy; and she resented this easy
calm, this serene heaviness, the very happiness
she gave him.
This is her attitude toward her husband im
mediately following her first marriage. It never
changes. Charles Bovary is the symbol of the
Bourgeois world. It is the pipe and fire and
slippers. It is what is not dazzingly religious,
blindingly passionate. It offers no escapes. It is
not God.
In Rodolphe Bovary finds at first the grati
fication of her desire. But the relation becomes
platitudinous, Bourgeois. It is relegated to the
world of cold and sharp objects. She flees to
Leon, and is for a while again satisfied. She re
makes this mere mortal into the rock of eternity.
But the dream and the cloud pass away.
"Go on!" cried a voice that came from within.
It was the cry of the primeval desire.
The use of the beggar is a device which I
will discuss more fully in the next section. Bo
vary hates the beggar, because of what the beg
gar is. The beggar is earth, object. He is Charles,
only more so. He is Madame Bovary's concep
tion of reality: repulsive, unfriendly, twisted,
idiotic, lonely. The beggar has no eyelids, but
bloody shreds of skin about his eye-sockets,
from which the rosin-like mucus flows. He is
the symbol of what is most unsatisfying.
The condition of Madame Bovary's mental
illness remains nearly the same throughout the

novel. Near the end her actions become more
frenzied, for her position is more immediately
unbearable. The two possible final solutions are
suicide and insanity. Are Bovary's heavy ex
penditures psychologically consistent? She is an
intelligent person. Why should she force herself
into this impasse, where she has no more money
to pay her debts, and the court threatens to dis
pose of her husband's properties? She cannot
help herself. When the universe is constantly
falling away from about a person, he will crawl
into a warm close lair whether he is consequent
ly labelled insane or not, or despite any other
consequences. Bovary is an alcoholic who in
stead of soaking up liquor, drowns herself in
the soft caresses of warm gods. Like some al
coholics, she will sell her family for waters from

Lethe.
III. The Transition from Psychology to
Literature: the Literary Device.
Mind and reality. These are the dichotomies
that Flaubert has to work with. How he uses
them, the skill evinced in the ramifications of
the basic concepts into the branches of particu
lar facts and figures, the consistent and poetic
cloaking of the basic concepts by symbols, the
effects of juxtaposing the opposed ramifications
and symbols—upon consideration of these de
vices rests our judgment of the extent of Hauhert's literary power.
The Levels of Irony
Statements of the opposition of mind and
reality are statements in Psychology. We may
compose a story from the basic materials by
describing how one person becomes insane.
Flaubert composes literature when he (1.) sub
limates the material, and (2.) presents the
dichotomies in effective juxtapositions. The
skillful interweaving of the two kinds of basic
material, mind and reality, is the superb ironic
clement in the novel.
The first level of irony is a device which is
used perhaps unconsciously by Flaubert. To
Madame Bovary, the details of living, the ob
jects in the world, the humdrum particles which
In composite represent the Bourgeois life arc al
distasteful to Bovary. They are flat and ungratifying. They are bloodless. The street and the
table are as far from the golden-knight phan
tasies of the mind, and blazing passions of spirit
as one is able to discover. Yet these details are

enshrouded in bright hazy clouds of poetic de
scription.
The sunshade, of silk of the colour of pigeons'
breasts, through which the sun shone, lighted
up with shifting hues the white skin of her
face. She smiled under the tender warmth, and
drops of water could be heard falling one by
one on the stretched silk.
What does Madame Bovary care for an um
brella, a silk shell supported by metal supports,
an instrument used to keep the rain off one's
head? Within the details is often set perhaps
with significance the light-and-shadow contrasts,
the "cathedral paragraphs" of motionless pillars
between which stream the rays of sunlight. Yet
the mind despises these. Now stepping back
again, we find the whole novel set down in in
significant black and white, and still a monu
ment to mind.
I believe that the three emotive heights of the
novel are identical with the most clashing juxta
positions of the two matrix materials. The first
juxtaposition is an example of the general irony
in the novel. It occurs in chapter VIII. Bovary
and her lover Rodolphe are advancing mutually
into each others' arms. They impress us as pro
ceeding hesitantly into heights of timeless pas
sion, plucked constantly back to the beggarearth against their wills by the ingratiating voice
of Monsieur Derozerays. I quote the climax of
that juxtaposition:
And he seized her hand; she did not with
draw it.
"For good farming generally!" cried the
president.
"Just now, for example, when I went to your
house."
"To Monsieur Bizat of Quincampoix."
"Did I know I should accompany you?"
"Seventy francs."
"A hundred times I wished to go; and I fol
lowed you—I remained.
"Manures!"
"And I shall remain to-night, to-morrow, all
other days, all my life!"
"To Monsieur Caron of Argueil, a gold
medal!"
"For I have never in the society of any other
person found so complete a charm."
"To Monsieur Bairn of Givry-Saint-Martin."
"And I shall carry away with me the remem
brance of you."
"For a merino ram!"
Another facet of the opposition is seen in the
consciousness - unconsciousness juxtapositions.
The unallayed clash of the two occurs on P. 362.
After 350 pages of the most intense suffering,
sprinkled only here and there by the ecstasies of
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fresh passion, and this suffering the inseparable
companion of painful consciousness and aware
ness of the primeval desire, Madame Bovary is
asked like a child by Charles—like a child who
has been lost among his shiny toys questions his
mother who stands in tears watching him:
"Weren't you happy?. . ."
The Bourgeois body does not know into what
escapades the neurotic mind takes itself! It is
only when the head is lost that the body realizes
how rather indispensible it was. For the body is
unconscious.
The most terrible juxtaposition occurs in Ma
dame Bovary's death. It is here that all the
paired ends of the mesh of irony are brought
finally together into a most complicated and
telling fabric of reverberating counterplays.
Charles has revealed his unconsciousness, and
now Bovary, completing the circle of gods, says
weakly
"Yes, that is true—you are good—you."
The irony here is that Charles has for the sec
ond time become merely a lover, but Bovary
won't live long enough to discover that this es
cape is, like the rest, transient. Indeed, it is ever
lasting.
Why is Charles so sad ? Because it was just re
cently that she was confessing more love for him
than ever. Actually, she was further from him
than ever; but her troubles were mounting, and
she had to reinstate herself in her old home.
Now she is dying. Now it is the end. Is casting
herself upon one god enough ? Madame Bovary
must yet utilize a second means of escape, the
one she had used after her first illness.
She turned her face slowly, and seemed filled
with joy on seeing suddenly the violet stole,
no doubt finding again, in the midst of a tem
porary lull in her pain, the lost voluptuous-
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ness of her first mystical transports, with the
visions of eternal beatitude that were beginning.
By now she has lost reality-consciousness com
pletely: love passion and religious ecstasy, even
upon the brink of final unconsciousness, have
lifted her to the greatest heights of appreciable
unconsciousness. Now the final, the shattering
juxtaposition.
But first, between the great dissonant chords,
pianissimo overtones are heard: (the priest is
administering extreme unction)
First, upon the eyes, that had so coveted all
worldly pomp; then upon the nostrils, that had
been greedy of the warm breeze and amorous
odours; then upon the mouth, that had uttered
lies, that had curled with pride and cried out in
lewdness; then upon the hands that had de
lighted in sensual touches; and finally upon the
soles of the feet, so swift of yore, when she
was running to satisfy her desires. . . .
Then the death-cadence which comes to rest
upon the dominant-seventh. From the very midst
of this holy and empassioned and gladdened at
mosphere, through the air dancing with golden
knights and fair ladies, with caressing lovers
and friendly gods, from the abundance of mind
comes the nothingness of reality; the beggar
sings
"Maids in the warmth of a summer day
Dream of love and of love alway . . .
The wind is strong this summer day,
Her petticoat has flown away."
Emma recognizes the voice.
. . . she saw the hideous face of the poor wretch
that stood out against the eternal night like a
menace.
What then! does this juxtaposition continue
forever? Emma is dead and cannot tell us. The
irony is complete.
(The Edition referred to is the Modern Library)

Salutation for the Rising
Robin on the First Day of
Spring, 1951
The clouds mount high and dazzling in the sun,
And train smoke is a yoke flung easily
Around the throats of blooms whose cautious
dun
Is rising into purple. Dazed and free
A robin rolled and rose in the hot wake
Of cinder, dust, and breath that followed fast
Behind a monstrous train equipped to take
Safaris in the forests of the past.
Stunned with the urgency of spring arose
That robin roiling with the turn and spread
Of air taut as a lily or a rose
Beneath the kiss of twilight. Low and dead
The world was, to that robin. Now he is
Out of my vision, southward maybe, gone
To float past barks of barns and lapping seas
Of dogwood foaming over orange stone.
Into the past. Into the distance. In
To cities of the east or into far
Towns of this state where rituals begin
Each moment of today for spring. A car
Churns every time I look and every place,
The tires spin forth dynamically from dawn
To dusk, and there is blossom in each face
I see, and pollen there. And I am drawn.
The winter will not let me go too far.
Earth sucks me down, my feet root me like old
Olives nutted with ages.
Once a star
Loomed over brown Greek hillsides in the cold
(If Mediterranean countries get the chill),
And suddenly there was warmness in the air,
Somebody found a green leaf on a hill
And bound it close to someone else's hair.
Ages ago the lover took that leaf
And wound it through a ringlet to a lock.
The girl was not the one to suck up grief
Like milk from earth, she did not care, she took
The laurel. She could delicately guide
His hands across her hair even at night;
And many thousand years ago they died.
Where are they now?
So furiously bright
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Are clouds, that they will topple to the world,
And gloam the grass and wet the vines the way
Water from other wells can damp the curled
Hair into order. Laurelled I shall say
The rain is good because the heaven is;
And often I shall be inclined to ask:
Clouds, topple down; umbrageous mysteries,
Gorge me; you gods, thunder; and drown the
dusk.
For rain I laud my days, however high
The dazzling clouds mount to the sun and
break,
However trains may vanish with a sigh
Of sulphur to the south, however break
The winds upon the robin that I see
So sensuously lifted on a soft
Will of the air, to plunge so gorgeously
Skyward past house, fence, men; and so aloft.
— James Wright

In Sodden Turmoil
Gambier, 1951
In sodden turmoil now the firs
Climb up the Hill behind the Gethic
Novelty of pre-Victorian housing —
Dissonance projected blurs
The hillside's drowsy fuguing;
We unmanned await some rousing
Fear or flame to stir from Gnathic
Toadying our academic flattery.
The Gambier sun will shortly settle
This question of order for the Hill:
But here at the window twilight signals
A darkened pang where musings nettle;
Outside, Ohio's sturdy snowbanks
Waste in frozen apathy; here tumult singles
For its quarters heads cramped still
With the torpor of their schooling.
The war we will is in our heads
A question of demand for action:
Young men without women tend
To rustle in their single beds.
Yet the matter calls for prodding
Deeper in discord than this end:
A generation in distraction
With disbelief regards itself.
— George Geasey
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PEEKSKILL RIOTS
('Continued from page 16)
use their "inalienable rights" as tools to over
throw liberty." 16 But if liberty decides to de
stroy" or lessen the scope of rights for those mi
norities which seek to "destroy" liberty then
liberty uses the methods of the minority, e.g.
force to blot out the opposition. Furthermore,
who among the advocates of liberty can deter
mine what anti-libertism, e.g. un-Americanism,
means. We could drag this argument on and
on. The main thing to do is to realize that the
two views on how far minority rights should ex
tend have to be balanced. It is my opinion that
these two views would be reconciled best if we
let minorities have unlimited rights until a
clear and present danger" exists. Now we have
already come to the second fundamental question which is raised by a consideration of the
rights of free speech and assembly. But before
actually discussing the second question let
us see whether minorities in the United States
have access to their "inalienable rights of
free speech and assembly." Justice Jack
son in his Terminello Case dissent holds
that legally speaking minorities have their
rights because the absence from the Constitution of any expressed power to deal with abuse
of freedom of speech (or assembly) has enabled
the Court to soar aloof from any consideration
of the abuses which create problems for the
states and to indulge in denials of local authority, some of which seem to me improvident in the
light of functions which local governments must
be relied on to perform for our free society;
quite apart from any other merits or defects
recent decisions have almost completely 1mmunised this battle for the streets from any form
of control.16
The above quotation also tells us that Justice
Jackson disapproved of this kind of complete
liberty which brought about the Terminiello
disturbance. Justice Jackson wanted the court
to quit "hamstringing" the work of local and
state officials in trying to prevent the present
battle of the streets which is disturbing the
peace. On the other hand we have previously
noted how in the Peekskill riots Justice Jackson s
words would be meaningless since local officials
did not actually want to keep the peace. T he
fact that the police indirectly supported the
Peekskill outbreaks would greatly complicate
(Continued on page 26)
16 Terminiello es Chicago, Jackson's Dissent, p. 17-18
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PEEKSKILL RIOTS
(Continued from page 25)
the Peekskill Case not only in relation to the
Terminiello case but also in relation to many
other precedents. But we had better stop di
gressing.
We left the first question with the under
standing that unlimited minority rights should
only be curbed when they cause a "clear and
present danger." But this phrase certainly does
not clarify matters. In the first place the "clear
and present danger" doctrine is not even legally
a propos of the mythical "Peekskill Case" we
are talking about. Unlike the Terminiello Case,
which concerns free speech, the "Peekskill case"
would be on freedom of assembly. Robeson
said nothing at the meetings, he merely sang.
But Justice Holmes's "clear and present danger"
doctrine applies only to speech. The Court
might well be reluctant to extend the doctrine
to assemblies. Secondly, the court has never
held that the mere appearance of someone
would legally be considered a "clear and present
danger." Thus if we were to apply the "clear
and present danger" concept to a "Peekskill
Case" it would not hold any water where Paul
Robeson — if we assume he were the guilty
party—is concerned although it did with Father
Terminiello. Although the "clear and present
danger" doctrine, as it stands today, would not
cover a "Peekskill Case" the courts must for the
preservation of democracy find some way to
fit at least the sense of the doctrine into a
"Peekskill Case." If we are not to become ac
customed to settling differences by violent, un
democratic methods, the courts must soon force
our local officials to the realization that they are
responsible for keeping the peace. Local officials
will only recognize this responsibility once the
courts have given them effective power to keep
the peace. That is, the history of the United
States has reached a point where "the clear and
present danger" of Justice Holmes must be more
amply defined and extended so that our officers
of the law have some rules to follow in the
handling of mass meetings. If this is done mass
meetings can once again become expressions of
American democracy at work, instead of the
ominous shadows which they too often are today.
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I R easy-^oing, ]>ig-l»illc«l friend lias learned to say "No" to these
hurry-up, one-puff, one-sniff cigarette tests! "Y hy", says he, "they

don't even give you time to finish the cigarette before you're supposed
to decide which is mildest!" Millions of smokers have come to the same
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conclusion—there's just one real way to test the flavor and mildness
of a cigarette.
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It's The Sensible Test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which
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enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your " I -/one"
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